Exclusive Smart90 Walgreens option
saves on maintenance medications
SM

A FLEXIBLE SOLUTION THAT MAXIMIZES PLAN SAVINGS BY
ENABLING MEMBERS TO CHOOSE GETTING 90-DAY SUPPLIES OF
MAINTENANCE MEDICINES DELIVERED BY THE EXPRESS SCRIPTS
PHARMACYSM OR AT WALGREENS RETAIL PHARMACIES
Exclusive Smart90 is a choice-based plan design for group customers who want to control
prescription drug spending with minimal member disruption. Members choose how to fill their
90-day supplies of their long-term medicines.

Benefits
• Aggressively discounted pricing delivers significant savings for group customers
and members:
–– Group customers save up to 3% when members get their 90-day supplies through
the Smart90 program.
–– Members pay a lower copayment
• Members choose between two convenient options for buying their maintenance
medications, home delivery or retail pharmacy pickup:
–– Express Scripts home delivery provides 24/7 access to pharmacists who can
answer questions about chronic and complex conditions.
–– Walgreens retail stores are in 8,500 convenient locations across the country.
• The convenience of 90-day fills and home delivery improves patient adherence with
their doctors’ prescribed therapies. That improves members’ health outcomes and
lowers overall health care costs.

How it works
Home delivery of a 90-day supply
from the Express Scripts Pharmacy

Chooses a
Smart90
option

OR
Pickup of a 90-day supply from
a Walgreens retail pharmacy

MEMBER
Fills a 30-day
supply at a
pharmacy not
in the Smart90
program
Blue Cross will allow up to
two 30-day fills at any retail
pharmacy in our network.
We send a reminder to choose a
90-day supply method, after
the first and second courtesy fills.
If the member still doesn’t choose
a Smart90 option, he or she will
pay 100 percent of the prescription
cost. We’ll also send a more urgent
reminder to choose a 90-day supply
method and repeat this quarterly.

Learn more about Exclusive Smart90
Talk with your sales representative to learn how the Exclusive Smart90 program can help drive
better financial outcomes for you and better health outcomes for your employees, while preserving
member choice and access.
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